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Abstract: Gravitational area laws are expected to arise as a result of ignorance of
“UV gravitational data”. In AdS/CFT, the UV/IR correspondence suggests that this
data is dual to infrared physics in the CFT. Motivated by these heuristic expectations,
we define a precise framework for explaining bulk area laws (in any dimension) by
discarding IR CFT data. In (1+1) boundary dimensions, our prescribed mechanism
shows explicitly that the boundary dual to these area laws is strong subadditivity of von
Neumann entropy. Moreover, such area laws may be of arbitrary (and mixed) signature;
thus our framework gives the first entropic explanation of mixed signature area laws
(as well as area laws for certain dynamical causal horizons). In general dimension, the
framework is easily modified to include bulk quantum corrections, thus giving rise to
an infinite family of bulk generalized second laws.
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1 Introduction
The thermodynamic properties of macroscopic systems, described by effective IR the-
ories, are typically emergent from some underlying statistical mechanical description
of more fundamental UV degrees of freedom. For this reason, the thermodynamics
of gravitational systems [1–11] can provide tantalizing insights into the UV comple-
tion of gravity. In fact, our own familiar classical spacetime itself may be emergent
via the same coarse-graining mechanism of UV degrees of freedom that also results
in gravitational thermodynamics (see [12] for a review). A thorough understanding of
this process would be an invaluable asset in the quest towards an understanding of
nonperturbative quantum gravity.
Of the various thermodynamic relations of gravitating systems, the correspondence
between area and entropy is the most well-understood. The Bekenstein-Hawking en-
tropy of a surface σ,
SBH [σ] =
Area[σ]
4GN~
, (1.1)
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was initially studied in the context of the black hole event horizon [3]; however, it has
since become clear that the relationship between SBH [σ] and some coarse-graining
1
associated to σ is applicable far more generally than for event horizons, in keeping
with expectations about the holographic nature of gravity [13–23]. This leads to a gen-
eral expectation that area monotonicity theorems in General Relativity [1, 24–26] are
manifestations of the Second Law of Gravitational Thermodynamics. Understanding
this connection precisely in the context of a particular quantum theory of gravity thus
requires an appropriate notion of what it means to “coarse-grain” over gravitational
degrees of freedom, and what constitutes an appropriate measure of the data lost in
such a coarse-graining.
Our purpose in this work is to provide such a definition. We work in the context
of the AdS/CFT correspondence [27–29], where it is widely believed that a consistent
quantum theory of gravity is defined by the boundary CFT. By relying on certain
key properties of the holographic dictionary relating the boundary and the bulk –
namely, the UV/IR correspondence [30, 31], quantum error correction [32], and sub-
region/subregion duality [33–38] – we motivate a coarse-graining framework in the
boundary theory which in general gives rise to a large class of gravitational bulk area
laws (of arbitrary and sometimes mixed signature). Moreover, in (2+1) bulk dimen-
sions, these area laws are an immediate consequence of the strong subadditivity (SSA)
of von Neumann entropy in the boundary theory: their entropic significance is manifest.
To motivate our framework, let us begin with our key question: how should we
think of coarse-graining in quantum gravity? In the context of AdS/CFT, there are two
existing approaches: Wilson-like holographic RG [30, 31, 39–46] and the Jaynes maxi-
mization of entropy subject to contraints [47, 48]. The former is very well-understood,
having been developed only shortly after the advent of AdS/CFT itself; moreover, it is
very precise, as it can be defined purely in the (non-gravitational) boundary field the-
ory. However, it is primarily tasked with understanding the structure of the RG flow of
the boundary theory: given a holographic (deformed) CFT, holographic RG constructs
a bulk geometrization of the RG flow of the boundary theory. The portion of this bulk
geometry inside of some “radial cutoff” is the dual to an effective low-energy theory
in the boundary. It is immediately clear that this is precisely the opposite of what we
should want from a gravitational perspective: if gravitational area laws are to arise from
coarse-graining away “quantum gravitational degrees of freedom”, roughly speaking we
must coarse-grain away the interior of the bulk, not the asymptotic region.
On the other hand, the Jaynes-like maximization of entropy subject to constraints
1Here and in the rest of this paper, we caution the reader that we use the term “coarse-graining”
in the loose sense of “discarding information”; this notion is much more general than just discarding
UV degrees of freedom to generate an effective IR theory, as the term is often used.
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initially appears much more promising. This approach defines a coarse-grained entropy
of a state as
S(coarse) = max
ρ∈H
SvN[ρ], (1.2)
where H is a subspace of the CFT Hilbert space consisting of density matrices ρ that all
satisfy some constraints, and SvN[ρ] = −Tr(ρ ln ρ) is the usual von Neumann entropy
of ρ. Clearly, the coarse-grained entropy is expected to increase under a reduction in
the number of constraints (and thus an increase in the size of H). This observation was
recently used by [23] to give an entropic explanation of an area law: in AdS/CFT, the
area law for spacelike holographic screens [19, 26, 49] is a thermodynamic second law of
a coarse-grained entropy as defined in (1.2), with H the subspace of states on which the
exterior of a surface is fixed to some specified geometry (but the interior is arbitrary
up to constraints)2. However, this approach raises a philosophical dilemma: if classical
spacetime is not fundamental to a quantum theory of gravity, then why should we
expect that general area laws should arise from coarse-graining over spacetime regions
(such as the interiors of holographic screens)? Indeed, we should expect that more
fundamentally, we must coarse-grain over information3.
We are thus presented with a puzzle: on the one hand, the Wilsonian RG notion
of coarse-graining can be phrased in terms of fundamental degrees of freedom, but
coarse-grains over the wrong kind of bulk data (i.e. the near-boundary rather than
the deep bulk). On the other hand, the Jaynes prescription for spacelike holographic
screens coarse-grains over the bulk interior as desired, but relies on specifying spacetime
regions, which cannot in general correspond to precise quantum gravitational degrees
of freedom. The framework that we present here is constructed by drawing only the
best features from each of these two approaches: like the Wilsonian RG approach, we
will phrase the framework in terms of fundamental degrees of freedom, but like the
Jaynes approach of [23], we will make sure to coarse-grain over the bulk interior, not
exterior.
We now outline the key ingredients of framework, which will be discussed in detail
in Section 2. First, since the boundary theory defines the bulk quantum gravity the-
ory, the fundamental quantum gravity degrees of freedom are just the boundary field
theoretic degrees of freedom. Thus in order to phrase the coarse-graining prescription
purely in terms of fundamental degrees of freedom, we formulate it entirely in the
2In [50] it was suggested that a Jaynes-type coarse-graining should also compute so-called causal
holographic information, which corresponds to the area of causal horizons and thus would give a
coarse-graining intepretation to the Hawking area law. Unfortunately this conjecture was falsified
in [51].
3A step towards this was made in [23], where it was conjectured that a boundary-defined quantity
– the “simple entropy” – is dual to the bulk entropy coarse-grained over regions.
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· · · · · ·
Rλ
Figure 1. Access to only the reduced states {ρRλ} of some family of regions {Rλ} on
the boundary removes IR data such as long-distance correlators and entanglement on the
boundary.
boundary theory. Which boundary data do we want to coarse-grain over? Here the
intuition comes from the UV/IR correspondence: the removal of UV gravitational de-
grees of freedom should correspond to the removal of infrared degrees of freedom of the
boundary theory. Subregion/subregion duality gives us a clue as to how to accomplish
this: since the reduced state ρR associated to some boundary region R is dual to the
entanglement wedge WE[R] in the bulk, restricting ourselves to access only the reduced
density matrices ρλ ≡ ρRλ of some family of regions F = {Rλ} (to be defined precisely
below) ensures that we lose all information about the “deep bulk”. From the boundary
perspective, in coarse-graining from a full state ρ to the set of reduced density matri-
ces {ρλ}, we lose the IR information about long-range correlators and entanglement,
as desired; see Figure 1. In some sense this can be thought of as a highly non-standard
Wilsonian RG: since the Callan-Symanzik equation relates RG scale to the separation
of points in n-point functions, our procedure removes knowledge of n-point functions
at low energy scales but keeps knowledge of arbitrarily high-energy ones.
How do area laws arise from this prescription? Here the understanding that
AdS/CFT is a quantum error correcting code [32] provides insight. Coarse-graining
from ρ to the {ρλ} introduces errors that cannot be corrected: some bulk regions be-
come inaccessible. If each ρλ is reduced to some ρ˜λ with R˜λ ⊂ Rλ, we introduce further
errors; that is, fewer messages can be decoded. These errors are irreversible, and thus
the process of continuously coarse-graining to smaller and smaller Rλ is a continuously
irreversible process. But such irreversible processes often result in some monotonicity
property; indeed, we will see that the bulk manifestation of this monotonicity is an
area theorem. As we show in Section 3, in the special case of an (arbitrary) three-
dimensional bulk this connection can be made completely precise. In the boundary
theory, SSA implies that the so-called differential entropy of the family of regions {Rλ}
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is non-decreasing as the Rλ are shrunk. Regardless of the physical interpretation of
differential entropy (which is still lacking), its monotonicity therefore simply is SSA.
But by the hole-ographic prescription of [52–54], differential entropy calculates the area
of certain bulk surfaces constructed from the entanglement wedges WE[Rλ]; thus SSA
(in the guise of monotonicity of differential entropy) manifests in bulk as area increase
theorems. Moreover, these area laws may be spacelike, null, or of mixed signature,
yielding the first statistical entropic explanation for mixed-signature area laws and non-
stationary causal horizons. It is particularly curious that our mixed-signature area
laws satisfy the same geometric properties as those of [49]: they are constrained to flow
outwards and towards the past (and the time reverse). This suggests that both area
laws are a result of the same underlying mechanism.
The case of general dimension is discussed in Section 4; though not as precise as
in three bulk dimensions, we nevertheless find that for an appropriate choice of {Rλ}
and {R˜λ} with R˜λ ⊂ Rλ, there exist bulk surfaces σ and σ˜ constructed from the
entanglement wedges WE[Rλ], WE[R˜λ] such that
Area[σ˜] ≥ Area[σ]. (1.3)
Moreover, this area law is robust under perturbative quantum corrections: as we show
in Section 5, in such a regime this area law becomes a Generalized Second Law (GSL)
Sgen[σ˜] ≥ Sgen[σ], (1.4)
where for the uninitiated reader, the generalized entropy Sgen[σ] will be introduced
with greater detail in Section 5. This natural extension under quantum corrections is
strong evidence that the area laws obtained via our coarse-graining procedure are not
accidental artifacts of the classical limit, but do indeed arise from some fundamental
quantum gravitational features.
The present paper only scratches the surface of what can be done with our new
coarse-graining framework; in Section 6 we conclude with a discussion of a number of
future directions to pursue.
Note: The recent paper [55] may prima facie appear to have some similarity with
our results in Section 4. This similarity is superficial, and in fact the motivation
presented here is completely opposite to that of [55]. Here we are interested in coarse-
graining away UV gravitational degrees of freedom, which we heuristically interpret as
the “interior” of the bulk; in [55], on the other hand, the focus is on the more con-
ventional coarse-graining away of UV boundary field theory degrees of freedom, which
correspond to the asymptotic region of the bulk (although a precise coarse-graining
procedure is not prescribed in [55]). Because of these complementary interpretations,
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the area laws obtained in [55] happen to coincide with ours in special cases, but only
ours admit a precise entropic interpretation (in three bulk dimensions).
Preliminaries By a QFT, we will always mean a relativistic unitary quantum field
theory. We denote the bulk spacetime manifold by M and its boundary (on which
the boundary theory lives) ∂M . We assume that the bulk has a good causal structure
(e.g. AdS hyperbolicity [56]) for interpretational purposes, although our results are
valid without this assumption. We use R to denote globally hyperbolic regions of ∂M ,
which we sometimes call causal diamonds for simplicity. The maximal development of
a region Σ is denoted by D[Σ]; we leave it clear from context whether this development
is done in M or ∂M . Overlines (e.g. R) will denote the complement of regions, while
overlines with left subscripts will denote spatial complements: that is, sR denotes the
set of all points spacelike-separated from all points in R. As with D[Σ], we will make
clear from context whether these complements are taken in M or ∂M . We only assume
the Null Convergence Condition to guarantee extremal wedge nesting [57, 58]. Other
conventions are as in [59].
The von Neumann entropy of a globally hyperbolic region R ⊂ ∂M in a state ρ is
SvN[ρλ] = −Tr ρR ln ρR, (1.5)
where ρR = TrsR ρ is the reduced density matrix on R. By the HRT proposal [20,
21], this entropy can be computed in a holographic state at leading order in 1/N
(equivalently, in GN~) as
SvN[ρR] =
Area[XR]
4GN~
, (1.6)
where XR is the (bulk) minimal area extremal surface homologous to a Cauchy slice ΣR
of Rλ. The homology constraint by definition requires the existence of a (highly
nonunique) achronal hypersurface HR whose boundary is ∂HR = Xλ ∪ΣR. The entan-
glement wedge is then defined as the AdS domain of dependence of this hypersurface:
WE[R] ≡ D[HR ∩R]. (1.7)
2 The Coarse-Graining Prescription
Our goal is now to define the coarse-graining prescription motivated in Section 1. This
procedure should be defined in the boundary theory, and it should behave in such a
way that as we coarse-grain over more CFT data, we recover progressively less of the
deep bulk interior. The holographic intuition comes from subregion/subregion duality
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Figure 2. Examples of families of regions {Rλ} that we exclude from our coarse-graining:
none of the Rλ should be a subset of any of the others and should not lie entirely in the future
or past of any of the others.
and quantum error correction, but for purposes of generality, we define the procedure
without reference to a holographic dual.
Consider, then, a QFT on a d-dimensional, maximally extended spacetime manifold
∂M . As discussed in Section 1, we will coarse-grain away information by introducing
a continuous family of globally hyperbolic regions {Rλ} (parametrized by some set of
parameters λ) and then restricting a state ρ on ∂M to the set of reduced states {ρλ}.
Of course, in principle we may perform such a procedure for any set of regions {Rλ},
but in order to sensibly think of our procedure as coarse-graining away “independent”
data, we would like to exclude situations like those shown in Figure 2, where some of
the Rλ lie in the interior or in the future of others.
It is easy to require that none of the Rλ be contained in the future of any other; this
can be accomplished by requiring that the union of the Rλ be bounded by two Cauchy
slices Σ± and that the boundary of each Rλ intersects both, as shown in Figure 3. More
specifically, we would like to impose some notion of the Rλ being “spacelike-separated”
from one another. However, since the Rλ are a continuous family, they cannot be
disjoint. What, then, can we mean? To develop some intuition, consider the case
where the Rλ can be written as Rλ = D[Iλ], where Iλ ⊂ Σ are regions on some acausal
slice Σ; see Figure 4(a). If none of the Iλ are contained in any others, the resulting
family {Rλ} is one intuitively appropriate to our coarse-graining procedure.
In fact, we will allow even more general families, motivated as follows (readers
who are willing to accept the definition without motivation may wish to skip ahead).
First, note that since each Rλ is globally hyperbolic, it must admit at least one Cauchy
slice Σλ; the boundary ∂Σλ must in fact be independent of the choice of Cauchy slice,
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Σ+
Σ−
Rλ
Figure 3. An example of a family {Rλ} with the two bounding Cauchy slices Σ±.
Iλ
Σ
(a)
ηa Σ
(b)
ηa
(c)
Figure 4. (a): a family of regions suitable for our coarse-graining can be generated as
the domains of dependence D[Iλ] of some family of regions Iλ contained on some acausal
hypersurface Σ. (b): such regions may be said to be spacelike-separated because any deviation
vector ηa from one Iλ to an infinitesimally displaced one is everywhere spacelike. (c): even
when the Iλ no longer all lie on Σ, we may still think of them as “spacelike separated” and,
thus appropriate for our coarse-graing, if all ηa are on average spacelike.
so we will use the notation ∂Σλ without ever explicitly invoking a choice of Σλ
4. Now,
note that for each ∂Σλ, an arbitrary variation of λ defines a deviation vector field η
a
λ
normal to ∂Σλ (roughly speaking, η
a
λ encodes the “infinitesimal deviation” from ∂Σλ
to ∂Σλ+dλ). In general the family {Rλ} will be (d − 1)-dimensional, and so we may
introduce (d− 1) linearly independent deviation vector fields on each ∂Σλ; here we will
4Alternatively, we may also write ∂Σλ = ∂Rλ ∩ ∂ sRλ, which clearly does not require invoking
any Σλ.
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simply treat one at a time5.
For the family {Rλ} constructed from the regions Iλ as above, we have ∂Σλ = ∂Iλ,
and thus the acausality of Σ implies the acausality of ηaλ. In other words, η
2
λ ≥ 0
with equality only if ηaλ vanishes. If we further require that no two regions in the fam-
ily {Rλ} coincide, then ηaλ cannot be everywhere-vanishing. Thus we conclude that η2λ
must be strictly positive when integrated on ∂Σλ (with respect to the natural volume
form):
∫
∂Σλ
η2λ > 0 for any η
a
λ. This implies that for sufficiently small deformations of
the Iλ which move them away from a common hypersurface Σ, the relation
∫
∂Σλ
η2λ > 0
still holds for any ηaλ, as shown in Figure 4(b). In other words, we may still say that
the deviation vectors ηaλ are “on average” spacelike. We will take this property, which
can be invoked on any family {Rλ}, as the defining feature of what we mean by a
continuous family of “spacelike-separated” regions. We thus define:
Definition 1. Let F be a (d − 1)-parameter continuous family6 of connected causal
diamonds {Rλ} in ∂M parametrized schematically by a set of parameters λ. Define ∂Σλ
for each Rλ as above. We will call F a coarse-graining family if the following are true:
• Each ∂Σλ is everywhere spacelike;
• ∂ ∪λ Rλ consists of two Cauchy slices Σ± of ∂M with ∂Rλ ∩ Σ± 6= ∅ for all λ;
• For any deviation vector field ηaλ normal to ∂Σλ,
∫
∂Σλ
η2λ > 0 (with the integral
taken with respect to the natural volume element on ∂Σλ).
Next, recall the definition of the reduced density matrix:
ρλ ≡ TrsRλρ, (2.1)
where ρ is the state on ∂M . We would now like to restrict access to data (observables)
which are computable from the state restricted to the causal diamonds in the coarse-
graining family F ; that is, we would like to discard data that cannot be recovered from
any of the ρλ. To do this, we declare two states ρ and ρ˜ to be equivalent under IR
coarse grainings associated to the family F (“F -equivalent” for short) if ρλ = ρ˜λ for all
λ. The coarse-grained state ρF of ρ is defined as the equivalence class of ρ under this
equivalence, or correspondingly as the set {ρλ} of reduced density matrices on F .
5To be completely explicit, let {λi} be the d− 1 parameters parametrizing the family {Rλ}. Tak-
ing ∂Σλ to be spacelike, we may define the d− 1 deviation vector fields ηaλi ≡ P ab(∂λi)b, where P ab is
the projector normal to ∂Σλ. We schematically use η
a
λ to refer to any one such deviation vector field.
6Strictly speaking this continuity requirement implies that a coarse-graining family can only exist
if ∂M is connected. The generalization to disconnected ∂M can be performed by introducing a
coarse-graining family on each connected component of ∂M .
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Before discussing the ramifications of this definition, it is worth asking: is this in
fact a coarse-graining? That is, can two distinct states yield the same coarse-grained
state ρF ? It is easy to see that in discrete physical systems this is so: in the case of
e.g. a spin chain, we can take λ to index spin sites and each Rλ to be a collection of
adjacent spins; then it is easy to find examples of states which are different on the whole
spin chain but whose density matrices agree when reduced to any of the Rλ. Similarly,
at any finite order in 1/N in AdS/CFT, this procedure is also clearly a coarse-graining:
for instance, at leading order in 1/N , we may consider two states whose dual bulk
geometries on some Cauchy slice Σ agree near the boundary but differ deeper in the
bulk. If the Rλ are chosen sufficiently small, they can only sample the geometry in the
asymptotic region, and thus the reduced states must agree7. Perturbative corrections
in 1/N (adding quantum bulk fields, gravitational dressing, etc.) proceed similarly.
We do not know if non-perturbative states of continuum QFTs also admit nontrivial
equivalence classes. But since we are working perturbatively in 1/N anyway, it is
sufficient for our purposes that our equivalence relation be nontrivial in AdS/CFT only
to finite order in 1/N (that is, we may replace the condition that ρλ = ρ˜λ with equality
only to finite order in 1/N). Thus for our present purposes, the map from ρ to ρF
really does provide a coarse-graining operation.
This map has a clear interpretation as discarding IR data; for instance, a long-
distance two-point correlation function of a local operator 〈O(x1)O(x2)〉 is inaccessible
to ρF whenever the Rλ are sufficiently small that no single one of them contains both
x1 and x2. By comparison, for arbitrarily close x1 and x2, any coarse-graining fam-
ily F covering them will retain knowledge of 〈O(x1)O(x2)〉. Put differently, for any
smeared-out observable O, there will be some coarse-grained ρF with no knowledge of
O; however, one-point functions of local operators can always be computed no matter
what the family F is. In what some readers may see as abuse of nomenclature, we shall
thus refer to the map from ρ to ρF as an IR coarse-graining.
Recall that our goal is not just to define a coarse-graining, but also to compare
coarser and finer data sets. To do this, we need to be able to compare coarse-graining
families:
Definition 2. Let F = {Rλ} and F˜ = {R˜λ} be two coarse-graining families, with
R˜λ ⊂ Rλ for all λ. Then F˜ is IR coarser than F .
7Note the importance of the family F only sampling some time strip of the boundary. In the
present example, if two states agree on a bulk Cauchy slice outside of some fiducial radial cutoff r∗
but differ inside of r∗, time evolution would eventually cause their geometries to differ all the way to
the boundary once causal signals from within r∗ propagate out. The coarse-grained states are then
guaranteed to agree only if the size of the time strip containing the family F is smaller than this
propagation time.
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Rλ
R˜λ
Figure 5. A coarse-graining family F (light gray, solid lines) and an IR coarser family F˜
(dark gray, dashed lines). Note that each causal diamond R˜λ lies inside (or perhaps may
coincide with) R˜, so the reduced states ρ˜λ can access less data than the states ρλ.
An example of such families is shown in Figure 5. In fact, ultimately we are really
interested in a continuous notion of coarse-graining:
Definition 3. Let F = {Rλ} be a coarse-graining family, and consider continuously
shrinking each Rλ into some Rλ(r) ⊂ Rλ, where r ≥ 0 indexes the continuous de-
formation; that is, Rλ(r = 0) = Rλ and Rλ(r1) ⊂ Rλ(r2) whenever r1 > r2. Let
F (r) = {Rλ(r)}. Then F (r) is IR coarser than F for any r > 0; we call F (r) a
continuous IR coarse-graining.
With the coarse-graining prescription now defined, let us analyze its bulk inter-
pretation when the QFT is holographic. Consider states of the CFT that describe a
(semi)classical bulk dual (M, gab). Subregion/subregion duality asserts that there is
an isomorphism between the algebra of operators in the entanglement wedge WE[R]
and the algebra A[R] in the boundary causal diamond R. Here we will invoke sub-
region/subregion duality in a strong form, where we assume that all fields, including
the metric, in WE[R] are fixed by A[R] (perturbatively in N , and more than a Planck
length away from the boundary of WE[R]). This statement is known to be true at the
level of quantum fields on a fixed background spacetime, as proven in [32] and expanded
upon in [37, 38]: in this regime, A[R] and the reduced density matrix ρR can compute
any observable in WE[R] and cannot compute any observable in WE[
sR]8. For readers
skeptical of the strong version of subregion/subregion duality that we assume here, we
8Note that this does not include any claim about the reconstructibility of the region causally related
to WE [R].
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Σ+
Σ−
∩λWE[
sRλ]
∪λWE[Rλ]
Figure 6. Here we show a sketch of the bulk regions ∪λWE [Rλ] and ∩λWE [ sR], which are
respectively completely specified and unconstrained by a coarse-grained state ρF . We also
show one of the causal diamonds in the coarse-graining family F along with its corresponding
extremal surface XR.
note that our results can be restricted to work within this weaker version known to be
true.
As a result of subregion/subregion duality, the bulk duals (if they exist) of two F -
equivalent states must agree in the region ∪λWE[Rλ] defined by the union of the entan-
glement wedges of the coarse-graining family F , while F -equivalence implies nothing
(perhaps up to constraints) about the region ∩λWE[ sRλ]; see Figure 6 for sketches of
these regions. Note in particular that the latter region is a “deep bulk” region: thus
as desired, the coarse-graining from ρ to ρF removes data in the deep bulk. Indeed, we
may interpret this feature by borrowing intuition from quantum secret sharing proper-
ties of AdS/CFT [32]: if we consider some bulk field φ(x) a message to be decoded and
{Rλ} as the qubits available, then having access to any of the individual Rλ may not be
sufficient to decode φ(x), while having access to sufficiently large unions Rλ1 ∪· · ·∪Rλn
will indeed be sufficient. This is precisely the intuition on which we rely: as we move
along a continuous IR coarse-graining F (r) to larger r, we recover progressively less
of the bulk. We may think of a continuous IR coarse-graining as a quantum error
correcting code which is becoming progressively weaker9.
9We thank A. Almheiri for discussions on this point.
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3 Implementation in D = 3
Let us now illustrate the bulk implementation and interpretation of the coarse-graining
prescription described in Section 2. In this section we will focus on the case of a two-
dimensional boundary theory with a three-dimensional bulk dual, where the connection
to monotonicity properties and area laws can be made most precise and explicit. In
fact, the precise results that we present here also hold in higher-dimensional setups with
sufficient symmetry to be essentially three-dimensional; the generalization to generic
higher dimensional spacetimes will be presented in Section 4.
3.1 Monotonicity from Strong Subadditivity
The coarse-graining prescription presented in Section 2 was designed to discard IR CFT
data: indeed, it rendered long-range correlators inaccessible and removed long-range
entanglement. Typically, under coarse-graining operations it is often useful to identify
a number that roughly measures “how much” information is being made inaccessible.
For example, in going from a full state ρ to a particular reduced state ρR associated to
a region R, the entanglement entropy provides such a measure of information “loss”.
Indeed, entropic inequalities often play a role in quantifying coarse-graining: for in-
stance, SSA of von Neumann entropy, which states that the von Neumann entropies of
any regions A, B, and C must obey
S(ABC) + S(B) ≤ S(AB) + S(BC), (3.1)
is interpreted as a statement on the irreversivility of removing subsystems. This is
easily seen by rewriting (3.1) in terms of the quantum mutual information I(A : B) ≡
S(A) + S(B)− S(AB), which measures correlations between states on A and B. SSA
can be rewritten as I(A : BC) ≥ I(A : B): correlations are destroyed irreversibly when
we discard a subsystem.
In our case, we wish to find an object constructed from a state ρ and a coarse-
graining family F = {Rλ} which can be interpreted as the amount of information lost
in coarse-graining from ρ to ρF . Fortunately, for (1 + 1)-dimensional field theories,
a candidate already exists: the differential entropy [52], which we define first for a
discretized family of regions as
Definition 4. In any (1 + 1)-dimensional QFT on a spacetime with compact spatial
slices, let {Ri} with i = 1, . . . , n be a discrete family of causal diamonds such that Ri ∩
Ri+1 6= ∅. Then in any state ρ, the discrete differential entropy of {Ri} is
S
(n)
diff [{Ri}] =
n∑
i=1
[S(Ri)− S(Ri ∩Ri+1)] , (3.2)
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Ri−1 Ri Ri+1
γL
γR
γ′
R
γ′
L
Figure 7. A sketch of the discrete family of regions {Ri} that defines the discretized differ-
ential entropy. In the case that {Ri} is a discretized coarse-graining family, the Ri are defined
from the curves γL, γR, which must always be spacelike and such that γ
′
L and γ
′
R point into
and out of Rλ, respectively.
where it is understood that Rn+1 = R1.
An illustration of the regions used to construct the discrete differential entropy is
shown in Figure 7. Also note that although differential entropy is computed from entan-
glement entropy, which is UV-divergent, these singularities cancel out in the differences
in (3.2), so the differential entropy is in fact UV-finite.
In [52] it was suggested via holographic arguments that S
(n)
diff is a measure of the
ignorance of a family of observers confined to make measurements only in the causal
diamonds Ri. More precisely, [60] showed that, at least in certain contexts, differential
entropy can be interpreted in an information theoretic sense as the optimal cost of
sending a state between two observers under a constrained merging protocol, with
the constraint that the observers involved may only act on one of the Rα at a time.
Independently of the general applicability of these interpretations, however, we claim
that when the Ri are obtained from a coarse-graining family, SSA ensures that the
differential entropy obeys a monotonicity property under progressive IR coarsening. To
establish this result, let us first set up some convenient notation. In (1+1) dimensions,
a coarse-graining family F = {Rλ} is parametrized by a single parameter λ. We will
say that F (n) = {Ri} for i = 1, . . . , n is a discretized version of F if for all i, Ri = Rλi
for some λi with λi < λi+1. Next, note that each region Rλ is a causal diamond which
can be defined just by the positions of its left and right endpoints γL(λ) and γR(λ), or
equivalently by its past and future endpoints γ±(λ); as λ is varied, these trace out the
curves γL, γR, γ
+, and γ−. These curves obey some useful properties:
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Proposition 1. Let F = {Rλ} be a coarse-graining family in a (1 + 1)-dimensional
spacetime, and let the curves γL, γR be defined as above. These curves are nowhere
timelike, with one of the tangent vectors γ′L, γ
′
R (with
′ = ∂/∂λ) always pointing to-
wards Rλ and the other always away from Rλ.
Proof. In addition to γL and γR, also define the curves γ±. In (1 + 1) dimensions, the
boundary ∂Σλ in the definition of coarse-graining families is just the two points γL(λ)
and γR(λ) and the deviation vector field η
a consists of the union of γ′L(λ) and γ
′
R(λ).
Thus the requirement that
∫
∂Σλ
η2 > 0 implies that at least one of γ′L, γ
′
R must be
spacelike. But if one is spacelike and the other is timelike, then at least one of γ′± must
be timelike, violating the requirement that γ± be Cauchy slices. Thus neither can be
timelike. Moreover, if they ever both point into or out of Rλ, it also must be the case
that at least one of γ′± is timelike. Thus one must always be pointing towards Rλ and
the other always pointing away.
This result allows us to unambiguously differentiate “left” from “right”: we will
choose left and right so that γ′L points into Rλ and γ
′
R points out. Moreover, it also
ensures that any discretized version F (n) of F looks as shown in Figure 7. It is this
geometric restriction that allows us to obtain the desired monotonicity property:
Theorem 1. Let F (n) and F˜ (n) for i = 1, . . . , n be discretized coarse-graining families
such that (i) F˜ is IR coarser than F and (ii) the unions Ri ∩ Ri+1 and R˜i ∩ R˜i+1 are
non-empty. Then in any state of any QFT,
S
(n)
diff [F˜
(n)] ≥ S(n)diff [F (n)]. (3.3)
Proof. We may think of obtaining the R˜i by “pulling in” the endpoints of each of the Ri.
To show that Sdiff is non-decreasing under this “pulling in” process, it is sufficient to
show that Sdiff is non-decreasing when only one endpoint is pulled in a small amount;
symmetry guarantees that Sdiff is non-decreasing if the other endpoint is pulled in as
well. Consider therefore the family F̂ (n) = {R̂i} obtained from the Ri by keeping the
left endpoint unchanged but pulling the right endpoint in, as shown in Figure 8.
Now for each i, we apply strong subadditivity to the regions Ai, Bi, and Ci defined
as Cauchy slices of Ri \ Ri+1, R̂i ∩ R̂i+1, and Ri \ R̂i, respectively10. In terms of
these regions, we have that Ri = D[AiBiCi], Ri ∩ Ri+1 = D[BiCi], R̂i = D[AiBi],
and R̂i ∩ R̂i+1 = D[Bi]. Thus
S
(n)
diff [F
(n)] =
n∑
i=1
[S(AiBiCi)− S(BiCi)] ≤
n∑
i=1
[S(AiBi)− S(Bi)] = S(n)diff [F̂ (n)], (3.4)
10Note our abuse of notation: if A and B are causal diamonds such that there exists a Cauchy
surface Σ with the property that A = D[A∩Σ] and B = D[B ∩Σ], then here we use A \B to refer to
the causal diamond D[(A \B) ∩ Σ].
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Ri Ri+1
Ai
Bi
Ci
R̂i
R̂i+1
Figure 8. The families of regions {Ri}, {R̂i} considered in the proof of Theorem 1, along
with the regions Ai, Bi, Ci to which strong subadditivity is applied. Here each R̂i is obtained
from Ri by keeping the left endpoint fixed but pulling in the right endpoint a small amount.
with the inequality following from strong subadditivity (3.1) applied to each term in the
sum. But clearly by repeating this process, we can continue to shrink the intermediate
regions R̂i to get all the way to F˜
(n), with S
(n)
diff increasing each time. This proves the
desired result.
This result is quite remarkable, yet not unexpected: under IR-coarsening, we trace
out over more and more subregions to the obtain the coarse-grained state ρF . As
mentioned above, the irreversibility of removing more subregions is captured by SSA,
and thus it is quite reasonable to expect that there should exist an object constructed
from the entanglement entropies of the ρλ which behaves monotonically under IR-
coarsening. Indeed, SSA played a key role in the various entropic proofs of the c, F ,
and a-theorems [61–65] – which are statements of the irreversibility of coarse-graining
under Wilsonian RG. In fact, in the special case of a Poincare´ invariant vacuum
state, the discretized differential entropy (3.2) is just a sum over Casini-Huerta c-
functions S(Ri) − S(Ri ∩ Ri+1), so the monotonicity of Sdiff really does arise in the
exact same way as the entropic c-theorem (though here we consider arbitrary states).
We therefore interpret the monotonicity of differential entropy as confirmation that our
coarse-graining procedure does what it was designed to do.
For the holographic analysis in the following section, it will be useful to note that
the differential entropy is well-defined in the continuum limit n → ∞. In this case, it
takes a very simple form if we interpret the entropy S(Rλ) of a region Rλ as a function
of its left and right endpoints: S(Rλ) = S(γL(λ), γR(λ)). With this interpretation, we
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define the (continuum) differential entropy of the family {Rλ} as [52, 54]:
Definition 5. In any (1 + 1)-dimensional QFT on a spacetime with compact spatial
slices, let F = {Rλ} be a coarse-graining family with left and right endpoints γL(λ),
γR(λ). Then the differential entropy of {Rλ}, obtained in the n → ∞ limit of the
discretized differential entropy (3.2), is
Sdiff [F ] ≡
∮
dλ
∂S(γL(λ), γR(λ
′))
∂λ′
∣∣∣∣
λ′=λ
= −
∮
dλ
∂S(γL(λ
′), γR(λ))
∂λ′
∣∣∣∣
λ′=λ
; (3.5)
the two expressions are equal as can be seen via integration by parts.
This continuum expression conveniently makes clear that differential entropy is not
a positive quantity: for instance, since for pure states S[Rλ] = S[
sRλ], we have Sdiff [F ] =
−Sdiff [{ sRλ}]. However, it is also clear that if the regions Rλ are sufficiently small rel-
ative to any other scales, S(γL(λ), γR(λ)) will behave similarly to how it does in the
vacuum, and thus it will increase as γL(λ) and γR(λ) are moved apart; this implies that
for sufficiently smallRλ, Sdiff is positive. We may interpret this result result heuristically
as follows: starting with small Rλ, our monotonicity result implies that Sdiff decreases
as the size of the Rλ increases. Eventually, Sdiff may vanish and become negative; this
is an indication that the regions Rλ have become large enough that no IR data is lost
in the coarse-graining to ρF (note that since we are assuming compact spatial slices,
the volume of these slices imposes a natural IR cutoff). Further increasing the size of
the Rλ morally does not recover any new information. This heuristic interpretation
of negative differential entropy is pleasantly consistent with that of [60], in which a
negative differential entropy corresponds to a distillation (rather than consumption) of
entanglement in the constrained merging protocol.
3.2 An Abundance of Area Laws
Although Theorem 1 makes no reference to holography, a remarkable consequence of it
is that in a holographic setting, the bulk dual to it is an area law! In fact, Theorem 1
immediately gives rise to an infinite family of area laws in the bulk, consistent with
the expectation laid out in Section 1. This observation follows from the hole-ographic
interpretation of differential entropy: Sdiff computes the area (or more generally, a
local geometric functional) of a particular curve (or in general, curves) in the three-
dimensional bulk dual. The full details of this connection can be found in [54]; here we
offer a brief review of the salient features for convenience to the reader.
Assume the existence of an asymptotically AdS dual to the two-dimensional field
theory state ρ, and consider a one-parameter family {Γλ} of geodesics in the AdS space-
time such that each Γλ is anchored at the AdS boundary at the points γL(λ), γR(λ).
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Σ+
Σ−
σ+
B
σ−
B
Γ
Figure 9. An illustration of the construction of the bulk curves σ±B from the boundary
regions Rλ and corresponding family of bulk curves Γλ. Here we show a single member Γ of
the family {Γλ}; the two bulk curves labeled σ±B have the property that where they intersect Γ,
the tangent vectors to Γ and to σ±B span a null plane.
The family {Γλ} defines a deviation vector haλ on each Γλ; we take haλ to be normal to Γλ
(concretely, haλ = P
a
b(∂λ)
b, where Pa
b is the orthogonal projector to Γλ). As discussed
in detail in [54], for the families of boundary regions we consider (where γ′L(λ) points
into Rλ and γ
′
R(λ) points out of Rλ), we are guaranteed that h
2
λ will vanish somewhere
on Γλ, corresponding to h
a
λ becoming null or, non-generically, vanishing entirely. As
illustrated in Figure 9, now consider a bulk curve σB defined by taking the union of
such points on Γλ; that is, letting s be a parameter along each Γλ, define s
∗(λ) such
that h2λ(s
∗(λ)) = 0, and then define σB(λ) = Γλ(s∗(λ)). Geometrically, this construc-
tion ensures that σB intersects each Γλ, and where it does the tangent vectors to σB and
to Γλ span a null plane. (In general there may be more than one choice of s
∗(λ), and
thus more than one such σB(λ) may be defined; what follows is true for any particular
choice as long as σB(λ) is connected.)
The main result of [54] is then that in the regime where the lengths of the Γλ
compute the boundary entanglement entropies S(γL(λ), γR(λ)) via the HRT formula,
as long as σB is differentiable and everywhere spacelike,
|Sdiff [Rλ]| = Length(σB)
4GN~
. (3.6)
(The absolute value is required because as noted above Sdiff need not be positive.) In
other words, given a family {Rλ}, we can define a bulk curve σB; if σB is everywhere
smooth and spacelike, its length is computed from the differential entropy of {Rλ}.
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More generally, σB may become null somewhere or have cusps; in such cases, Sdiff [Rλ]
in fact computes a signed length of σB, where portions of different sign are joined
wherever σB fails to be smooth and spacelike. Indeed, this sign ambiguity is the need
for the absolute value in (3.6): even when σB is everywhere spacelike and differen-
tiable, Sdiff [Rλ] could compute the negative of its length. Such signed lengths may be
physically interesting (for instance, they contribute to the change in sign of Sdiff , which
we argued heuristically above can potentially be understood as an indication that no
IR data is being lost), but for simplicity we will hereafter restrict to the case where σB
is everywhere spacelike and differentiable.
We now immediately obtain an infinite class of area laws. Consider any coarse-
graining family F such that Sdiff [F ] > 0, and introduce an IR-coarser family F˜ . If the
state has a classical geometric dual and the curves σB, σ˜B constructed from F and F˜
are everywhere differentiable11 and spacelike, then monotonicity of the differential en-
tropy (3.3) combined with the hole-ographic formula (3.6) implies that
Length[σ˜B] ≥ Length[σB]. (3.7)
(On the other hand, if Sdiff [F ] ≤ 0, then we obtain Length[σ˜B] ≤ Length[σB] as long
as Sdiff [F˜ ] ≤ 0 as well.) Recall that the inequality is simply strong subadditivity: the
removal of long-range entanglement in the boundary maps precisely to an area law in
the bulk!
In fact, this construction can be slightly generalized to higher dimensions. Assume
that instead of being geodesics, the curves Γλ extremize a geometric action
Lλ[γ] ≡
∫ sR
sL
dsL(γ(s), γ′(s)) with γ(sL,R) = γL,R(λ), (3.8)
such that Lλ[Γλ] = S(γL(λ), γR(λ)), L(γ(s), γ′(s)) is positive and depends only on γ
and its tangent vector γ′, and Lλ is invariant under reparametrizations of s. The more
general result of [54] is that
|Sdiff [Rλ]| =
∮
dλL(σB(λ), σ′B(λ)), (3.9)
where σB is a bulk curve constructed from {Γλ} in the same way as above. Now, in
higher-dimensional geometries, if the family {Γλ} obeys a symmetry property dubbed
generalized planar symmetry in [54], then the problem of computing codimension-two
extremal surfaces essentially reduces to solving for curves that extremize an action of
11We will relax the requirement that σB and σ˜B be everywhere differentiable in Section 4; here we
need this requirement to develop our precise entropic interpretation.
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the form (3.8). In these (very restricted) higher-dimensional setups, differential entropy
then computes the area of a codimension-two extremal surface in the bulk, and we again
obtain an area law. However, because the requirement of generalized planar symmetry
is so strong, we will continue to restrict only to the case of two boundary dimensions
for the remainder of this section.
As a final note, it is worth remarking once again that since the physical role
of Sdiff [Rλ] is not well-understood, we do not purport to give a physical interpreta-
tion to the curves σB or their area. Rather, we have derived an entropic understanding
of the monotonicity in the area of a family of curves. To illustrate this construction,
we now turn to some explicit examples that explain old and novel area laws in AdS3.
3.3 Spacelike Area Laws in Pure AdS
We will make use of global coordinates (t, r, φ) in terms of which the metric of pure
AdS3 is
ds2 = −
(
1 +
r2
`2
)
dt2 +
dr2
1 + r2/`2
+ r2dφ2. (3.10)
It will sometimes be useful to convert to a compactified coordinate r∗ = ` arctan(r/`),
in terms of which the metric becomes
ds2 = sec2(r∗/`)
(−dt2 + dr2∗)+ `2 tan2(r∗/`) dφ2. (3.11)
Clearly, null radial geodesics are just given by lines of constant t± r∗.
First, consider working on a static time slice t = const. This is just the Poincare´
disk, on which the construction of the bulk curves σB has been studied extensively; see
for instance [66, 67]. Spacelike geodesics on this slice are given by
tan2(φ− φ0) = r
2 tan2(∆φ/2)− `2
r2 + `2
, (3.12)
where the endpoints of the geodesics lie at φ = φ0 ±∆φ/2 on the boundary. Thus the
minimum r reached by a geodesic whose endpoints have angular separation ∆φ is
rmin(∆φ) = `| cot(∆φ/2)|, (r∗)min(∆φ) = `
2
|pi −∆φ| . (3.13)
Therefore, consider first a set of boundary intervals all of the same angular ex-
tent ∆φ ≤ pi; the bulk curve σB defined by these intervals is just a circle of ra-
dius rmin(∆φ), and the differential entropy just computes the circumference of this
circle 2pirmin(∆). Now, as ∆φ is decreased, so that the boundary intervals all become
smaller, the circumference of the corresponding bulk circle clearly increases: this gives
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Iλ
σB
Figure 10. From a general bulk curve σB, we can always find a family {Iλ} of boundary
intervals whose differential entropy computes the length of σB. If σB is convex, these intervals
define a coarse-graining family and thus yield a monotonicity property of differential entropy;
this corresponds to the fact that only if σB is convex are we guaranteed that any “outwards”
deformation of σB will increase its length.
a spacelike area law. On the other hand, it is worth noting that for ∆φ > pi, the dif-
ferential entropy of the intervals of size ∆φ computes the negative circumference of the
bulk circle; in this case, decreasing ∆φ initially decreases the circumference of the bulk
circle, which is consistent with monotonicity of the differential entropy: the negative
circumference still increases.
More generally, given any closed differentiable bulk curve σB with no self-intersections
on the Poincare´ disk, a family of spatial boundary intervals Iλ whose differential entropy
computes the length of σB can be found by just firing tangent geodesics off of σB, as
shown in Figure 10. However, only if σB is convex are the causal diamonds Rλ = D[Iλ]
of the resulting boundary intervals a coarse-graining family; this means that only if σB
is convex are we guaranteed by SSA that it obeys an area law. The reason for this
matches beautifully with geometric intuition: if the boundary intervals are shrunk,
then σB moves towards its exterior. Now, if σB is convex, its outwards-directed ex-
pansion is non-negative, and thus any deformation of it towards its exterior cannot
decrease its area. On the other hand, if σB is concave, it must have at least some por-
tions where its outwards-directed expansion is negative: deforming just these regions
outwards would decrease its area, so it cannot obey a general area law. Thus we see
that the definition of a coarse-graining family automatically excludes concave curves,
which would violate a potential area law.
Finally, let us note that although here we focused on the Poincare´ disk, we could
of course consider slightly modifying all the intervals Iλ so that they don’t all lie on
the same time slice. As long as the resulting causal diamonds Rλ still constitute a
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coarse-graining family, it is clear that generically the corresponding bulk curve σB will
no longer lie on some slice of time symmetry. Nevertheless, as long as the modifications
to the Iλ are sufficiently small, the resulting area laws obtained by shrinking the causal
diamonds will still be spacelike. If the intervals are deformed sufficiently far from all
lying on a constant time slice, the signature of the area law may change; this leads us
to the next section.
3.4 Null Area Laws in Pure AdS
Consider again a family of intervals {Iλ} of angular size ∆φ = pi on the slice t = 0. The
corresponding bulk geodesics pass through the bulk point (t, r) = (0, 0), and thus the
bulk “curve” σB degenerates to a point; the length of σB vanishes. Next, consider the
intervals defined by the intersection of the causal diamonds D[Iλ] with slices of constant
time t > 0; these define new spatial intervals of size ∆φ(t) = pi − 2t/`. From (3.13),
the corresponding bulk curves σB are circles at r∗(t) = t. But since outgoing radial
bulk null geodesics correspond to lines of constant t − r∗, these circles correspond to
constant-t slices of the future lightcone of the point (t, r) = (0, 0): in other words, the
family of intervals of size ∆φ(t) generate bulk curves σB(t) which trace out a lightcone,
as shown in Figure 11(a).
We may consider more general slices of this light cone as follows. This light cone is
generated by radial geodesics fired from the point (t, r) = (0, 0); since they are radial,
these generators can be labeled by φ. Any (spatial) slice γ of the light cone intersects
each of these generators only once, and thus we may parametrize any such slice by
the time t(φ) at which the generator at angle φ intersects γ. Now consider a family of
intervals parametrized by φ, with each interval centered at φ lying on the time slice t(φ)
and with angular size ∆φ(φ) = pi − 2t(φ)/`. By construction, each geodesic anchored
to these intervals will intersect the light cone precisely on the slice γ, and thus at this
point, the tangent vector to γ and to the boundary-anchored geodesic span a null plane.
By the hole-ographic construction, this ensures that the bulk curve σB constructed from
these boundary intervals will correspond precisely to γ. Thus differential entropy can
be used to compute the area of any slice of the light cone, not just symmetric ones; see
Figure 11(b).
As the slice γ is moved to the future, the corresponding boundary intervals shrink
into themselves, and thus their differential entropy must be nondecreasing. Thus the
monotonicty of the area of any slice of the light cone corresponds directly to the mono-
tonicity of differential entropy. Moreover, note that this light cone also happens to be a
causal horizon, and therefore we have an explanation for the Hawking area law along a
causal horizon. This may be a simple case, but to our knowledge it is the first entropic
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(a) (b)
Figure 11. (a): circular cross sections of the light cone of a point in AdS can be obtained as
the curves σB generated from intervals of angular extent ∆φ(t) = pi − 2t/` on the time slice
at time t. (b): by allowing the boundary intervals to lie on different time slices relative to
each other, we can obtain any cross-section of the light cone. In both cases, monotonicity of
differential entropy applies, giving an entropic origin of the area law for this light cone.
understanding of the Hawking area law for non-stationary causal horizons.
3.5 Mixed-Signature Area Laws in Pure AdS
To obtain the spacelike and null area laws above, we modified the boundary intervals
generating the bulk curves σB by changing their size and by translating them in time.
Here we explore the final degree of freedom – boosts – and show that we can obtain area
laws for mixed-signature surfaces: that is, surfaces with timelike, null, and spacelike
components.
To that end, let us introduce boundary null coordinates u = t/` + φ, v = t/`− φ,
and consider boundary causal diamonds defined by left and right endpoints with null
separations ∆u, ∆v. In order to ensure that these points are spacelike separated, we
require 0 < ∆u < 2pi and 0 > ∆v > −2pi. Consider now a family of such causal
diamonds with ∆u and ∆v fixed, but centered on the time slice t = 0, as shown in
Figure 12. In fact, since the differential entropy of regions with ∆φ > pi is just the
negative of that of regions with ∆φ → 2pi − ∆φ, we may simply restrict to ∆φ ≤ pi,
implying ∆u ≤ 2pi − |∆v|. Now by keeping ∆v fixed while varying ∆u (or vice versa),
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· · ·
· · ·
∆u
∆v
Figure 12. The boosted intervals used in the construction of mixed-signature area laws. For
fixed ∆v, decreasing ∆u shrinks the intervals in the u null direction while leaving their extent
in the v null direction unchanged.
we may stretch or contract these intervals in one null direction while leaving their
extent in the other null direction unchanged: it is this deformation that we will exploit
to construct a mixed-signature area law.
We leave details of the construction to Appendix A; the punchline is that such a
family of intervals generates two curves σ±B lying at
tσ±B
= ±` arctan
∣∣∣∣cot(∆u−∆v4
)
tan2
(
∆u+ ∆v
4
)∣∣∣∣ , (3.14a)
rσ±B
=
`
2
∣∣∣∣cot(∆u2
)
− cot
(
∆v
2
)∣∣∣∣ . (3.14b)
When ∆u = 2pi−|∆v|, it is clear from the above that σ±B degenerate to a point at rσB =
0, and thus have zero length. It is also clear that as ∆u is decreased (with ∆v fixed), σ±B
move monotonically to increasing r, and therefore have monotonically increasing areas:
we obtain area laws, as required by positivity of differential entropy.
What is more interesting is the signature of these area laws. Indeed, consider
the surfaces H± swept out by σ±B as ∆u is varied between 0 and 2pi − |∆v|; these
surfaces are shown in Figure 13. As can be seen in the plot and as we discuss in more
detail in Appendix A, H± are always spacelike at small and large r; however, if ∆v >
−2 arcsin(√2/3) ≈ −0.31pi, then H± will also be timelike at some intermediate r.
Thus for sufficiently small |∆v|, we have constructed area laws for surfaces of mixed
signature; this is the first entropic explanation for such area laws.
It is tempting to compare this area law to the area law for holographic screens [26,
49], which also have mixed signature. In fact, future holographic screens may have
spacelike and timelike components, but on the timelike components the area must in-
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Figure 13. The surfacesH± swept out by σ±B as ∆u is varied with ∆v held fixed. In (a), ∆v =
−pi/3, and H± are everywhere spacelike. In (b), ∆v = −pi/6, and H± are timelike between
the surfaces shown as dotted lines.
crease towards the past: this behavior is reproduced by the surface H+ (the surface H−
behaves like past holographic screens, in which the area of timelike portions increases
to the future). Indeed, this behavior is general: for a general family of intervals in any
geometry, shrinking the size of the intervals must result in a smaller (that is, nested)
entanglement wedge. Since the differential entropy curves σB must be tangent to the
entanglement wedges of the boundary intervals that generate them, the “futuremost”
differential entropy curve σ+B can only move in spacelike or past-timelike directions
when the boundary intervals are shrunk. (In non-generic cases like the null area law
in pure AdS, it may also move in the future-directed null direction, but even there it
may never move in a future-directed timelike direction.) This connection between the
behavior of area laws constructed from differential entropy and those of holographic
screens is tantalizing, and is worth exploring further.
Finally, note that although we derived this area law in pure AdS, it is robust
under sufficiently small perturbations of either the boundary intervals or of the bulk
geometry, since sufficiently small perturbations cannot change the signature of a non-
null hypersurface.
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4 Implementation in Higher Dimensions
Our analysis and interpretation in the previous section relied heavily on differential
entropy. The definition of differential entropy and its relation to the area of bulk
surfaces do not have known generalizations to more than three bulk dimensions (except
in the special case of generalized planar symmetry [54]). Nonetheless, as the coarse-
graining procedure itself is well-defined in any dimension (and indeed, in any field
theory) we can still make progress in higher dimensions.
Subregion/subregion duality and in particular the reconstructibility of the entan-
glement wedge WE[R] from the reduced density matrix ρR immediately imply that any
coarse-graining family F in a holographic CFT (with a semiclassical bulk dual) gives
rise to natural bulk geometric constructs associated to the information recovery limit
of the coarse-grained state. Such regions were alluded to at the end of Section 2 and
we now treat them in more detail. First, let us define two regions of interest:
Definition 6. Let F = {Rλ} be a coarse-graining family. In any state ρ with a semi-
classical gravitational dual, we define the reconstruction region L[F ] ≡ ∪λWE[Rλ] as
well as the unreconstructible region12 U [F ] ≡ ∩λWE[ sRλ].
By entanglement wedge reconstruction, the reconstruction region L[F ] consists pre-
cisely of all points in the bulk at which local bulk operators are known to be recover-
able from the reduced states ρλ constituting ρF . While the nomenclature may suggest
otherwise, not all operators in L[F ] are recoverable: sufficiently smeared operators will
require access to reduced states over unions of the Rλ, which are not data accessible
to ρF
13. Conversely, the unreconstructible region U [F ] (which in pure states can be
written as U [F ] = ∩λ sWE[Rλ]) consists of all points in the bulk at which no local
operators can be recovered from ρF .
A natural expectation from the holographic nature of gravity is that there exists
a special surface (of some codimension), defined geometrically from the boundaries of
these regions, which characterizes the amount of information lost in the coarse-graining.
Intuition from the differential entropy in three bulk dimensions as well as from general
gravitational thermodynamics suggests that such a surface should be codimension-two,
and that its area is a measure of the data rendered inaccessible by our coarse-graining.
In general, how might such a surface be obtained? Since U [F ] is a domain of depen-
dence, one option is the “rim” of U [F ]. Another option, motivated by the construction
12The region U [F ] was recently considered in [55]; below we will comment on the connection of the
area laws of [55] to ours.
13As an example, consider a bilocal operator O(x1, x2) evaluated any two points that do not live in
a single WE [Rλ] for some λ.
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Figure 14. In general, L[F ] and U [F ] look as shown in (a); U [F ] is globally hyperbolic,
but the boundary of L[F ] may have timelike portions (this figure can be thought of as a
“constant-angle” slice through Figure 6). From these regions, we may define the assorted
surfaces mentioned in the text, shown here as dots. For an appropriate choice of {Rλ}, U [F ]
and L[F ] “touch” along a codimension-two surface σ, as shown in (b); in this case, all the
surfaces discussed in the text coincide with σ.
of the curves σB in three bulk dimensions, is to construct a surface (in fact, multiple
surfaces) as the locus of points where ∂L[F ] changes signature from null to timelike,
or alternatively as the locus of points where the generators of ∂J±[L[F ]] leave ∂L[F ].
While the “rim” of U [F ] is more natural, the latter option is clearly the correct one
to consider in the case of the differential entropy. Finally, yet another natural surface
is provided by the intersection ∂J+[L[F ]] ∩ ∂J−[L[F ]], which is the “rim” of the re-
gion sF [L] spacelike separated from L[F ]. We sketch all these surfaces in Figure 14(a).
With a plethora of options to choose from, it is not immediately clear which surface
encodes the missing data in general dimension. It is also certainly possible that more
than one surface is relevant14. To develop a complete understanding, we would need a
monotonic field-theoretic object constructed from our coarse-graining family F in any
dimension; in Section 6 we will comment more on possible approaches towards finding
such a construct (these are clearly related to the a, c, and F -theorems). For now, to
make some progress, we will take a conservative approach: we focus on the case where
all these candidates are coincident on a single surface σ, defined as
14Indeed, it’s not too difficult to see that even in three bulk dimensions, in many cases the sur-
face ∂J+[L[F ]] ∩ ∂J−[L[F ]] is not irrelevant, as it is constructed by the intersection of null congru-
ences fired from the differential entropy surfaces σ±B . These null congruences have negative expansion
towards ∂J+[L[F ]] ∩ ∂J−[L[F ]], and thus its area is bounded above by the differential entropy.
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Definition 7. If the intersection
σ[F ] ≡ ∂L[F ] ∩ ∂ sL[F ] (4.1)
is a nonempty, compact, codimension-two spacelike surface, then we call σ[F ] the re-
construction edge of L[F ] (the “edge of L[F ]” for short). In such a case, we also
have σ[F ] = ∂J+[L[F ]] ∩ ∂J−[L[F ]] = ∂J+[U [F ]] ∩ ∂J−[U [F ]] = ∂L[F ] ∩ ∂U [F ]15.
Intuitively, an edge separates the degrees of freedom removed by our IR coarse-graining
procedure from those removed by Wilsonian-like holographic RG; this is the reason
that, as noted in Section 1, the area laws presented below and those of [55] occasionally
coincide (this does not apply to the more general area laws of Section 3). However,
due to the differences between the two constructions, it is not clear in general when
exactly the two classes of area laws – the ones presented in this section and those of
[55] – agree.
Let us now prove our area laws, corresponding to a monotonicity along continuous
IR coarse-grainings. To do so, we first prove some preliminary properties about σ[F ]
itself.
Lemma 1. Let σ[F ] be the edge of L[F ]. Then (i) σ[F ] is C1 on all but a sparse set,
and (ii) every point on σ[F ] lies on at least one of the X[Rλ], and where σ[F ] is C
1 it
is tangent to any X[Rλ] that intersects it.
Proof. Item (i) follows immediately from Proposition 6.3.1 of [69] and the fact that σ[F ]
is the intersection of a past set and a future set (see [70] for the desired result on
sparseness). Next, by definition σ[F ] ⊂ ∪λWE[Rλ], and therefore for every p ∈ σ[F ],
there is an Rλ such that p ∈ WE[Rλ]. Since p ∈ σ[F ] = ∂J+[L[F ]]∩∂J−[L[F ]], p cannot
be timelike-related to any point in L[F ]. But the only points in WE[Rλ] which are not
timelike related to any others are those on the HRT surface X[Rλ], and thus p ∈ X[Rλ]
for some Rλ. Finally, we want to show that if σ[F ] is C
1 at a point p, then it is tangent to
any X[Rλ] that intersects it. Since by definition none of the X[Rλ] intersect the interior
of sL[F ], they cannot cross σ[F ]. Since the X[Rλ] are themselves C
1 everywhere, any
X[Rλ] that intersects σ[F ] at a point p where σ[F ] is C
1 must be tangent to σ[F ] at
p.
We will now see that the defining feature of an edge of a coarse-graining family
prevents it from “bending” too much in the spacetime, as shown in Figure 15. More
precisely, this means that edges are so-called normal surfaces:
15In this degenerate case, L[F ] is a subset of the bulk-to-boundary definition of the “outer wedge”
of σ[F ], and sL[F ] coincides with the “inner wedge” of σ[F ] [23, 68].
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∂M
σ
Figure 15. Edge surfaces are prohibited from sampling different “bulk depths” as shown
here; more precisely, they must be normal surfaces.
Lemma 2. Let σ[F ] be the edge of L[F ]. Then the null expansion off of σ[F ] is non-
negative in both directions towards L[F ], and in a sufficiently small tubular neighborhood
of σ[F ] each of the outgoing null congruences fired from σ[F ] are C1 (except possibly
on σ[F ] itself).
Proof. ∂L[F ] is locally (near σ[F ]) a union of two null congruences. Let N be one of
these two null congruences in some small neighborhood of σ[F ], and take the generators
of N to be future-directed away from σ[F ] (the proof is identical for the past-directed
generators). First we show by contradiction that the expansion of N is non-negative
wherever σ[F ] is C1. Assume that there exists a point p ∈ σ[F ] at which σ[F ] is C1
and N has negative expansion away from σ[F ]. By Lemma 1 there exists an HRT
surface X[Rλ] tangent to N at p. But by Theorem 1 of [71], X[Rλ] must intersect
the future of N (and thus of σ[F ]), implying that X[Rλ] leaves L[F ]. We immediately
obtain a contradiction with the definition of L[F ]: thus N has non-negative expansion
wherever σ[F ] is C1.
Now we show directly that N has positive expansion whenever p lies on a cusp. If p
lies on a cusp, by Lemma 1 there exists an HRT surface X[Rλ] ∈ L[F ] for some Rλ ∈ F
such that p ∈ X[Rλ]. Since σ[F ] and X[Rλ] are achronally separated, there exists a
Cauchy slice Σ containing them both. Now consider a neighborhood Up of p sufficiently
small so that the geometry of Σ ∩ Up is approximately flat. Since the set of points on
which σ[F ] is not C1 is sparse, Up contains points at which σ[F ] is C
1, and therefore
at which σ[F ] has a well-defined normal (directed towards L[F ]) in Σ. As shown in
Figure 16, the fact that Up is small allows us to discuss the convergence or divergence
of these normals near p. Now, in order for σ[F ] to lie outside of Int[L[F ]], it must lie to
one side of X[R]; this means that the normals to σ[F ] on Σ must be diverging. Thus
the null congruences fired off the C1 portions of σ[F ] ∩ Up do not intersect each other,
implying that the null congruence N must also consist of generators originating at p.
Since these generators originate at a caustic, they must have positive expansion.
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X[Rλ]
Int[WE[Rλ]]
σ[F ]
Figure 16. In a sufficiently small neighborhood of a point p lying on a cusp of σ[F ], the
normals to σ[F ] must be diverging in order for σ[F ] to lie outside the HRT surface X[Rλ].
Finally, it is clear that where σ[F ] is C1, N must locally be C1 as well. Where σ[F ]
has a cusp, the above implies that the generators of N are diverging, so N is locally C1
as well.
We now obtain the final result:
Theorem 2. Let F (r) be a continuous IR coarse graining where each of the corre-
sponding σ(r) is an edge of L[F (r)]. Then
dArea[σ(r)]
dr
≥ 0. (4.2)
Proof. Let H be the hypersurface foliated by {σ(r)}, and let ha be the outward-directed
normal vector field in H to the {σ(r)}. Note that ha cannot be timelike anywhere,
since under a coarse-graining the edges σ(r) must move outwards (i.e. for any r2 >
r1, σ(r2) ⊂ L[F (r1)], so σ1 and σ2 cannot be timelike-separated). Since the σ(r) need
not be everywhere C1, ha may be singular (on a set of measure zero); however, Lemma 2
guarantees that outward-directed integral curves of ha only start and never end at such
singularities of ha.
Now, by Lemma 2, the expansions of the outwards-directed null congruences from
each of the σ(r) are non-negative. But the expansion of the integral curves of ha is
just a linear combination of these two null expansions (with non-negative coefficients).
Therefore the expansion along the ha congruence is non-negative as well, and so the
area of C1 portions of the σ(r) is non-decreasing. Moreover, since generators of the ha
congruence never leave H as they flow outward, singularities of ha where new generators
appear can only increase the area of the σ(r). Thus the areas of the σ(r) are non-
decreasing under a flow along ha.
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This result is in fact an infinite family of area laws. These area laws apply to non-
timelike foliations, but in particular they can include causal horizons: in certain cases,
the Hawking area law for causal horizons is a special case of these general area laws (e.g.
the early stages of AdS-Vaidya collapse). As an aside, note that it is simple to show
that the so-called outer entropy of slices of causal horizons is bounded from above by
their area [68], so that our area law immediately also suggests an outer entropy increase
theorem as well; indeed, such a result was found in [72].
In this section, we had to resort to bulk arguments to prove an area law, in contrast
with our results in three dimensions, in which the area law simply manifested from
SSA in the boundary theory. Moreover, while in the three dimensional case we could
understand SSA as the dual of the area law, we have no such interpretation here. This
is due to the absence of an appropriate generalization of the differential entropy to
higher dimensions. The area monotonicity property, however, coupled with the obvious
significance of these degenerate surfaces to our coarse-graining procedure, suggests that
there exists a higher dimensional analogue of the differential entropy. In fact, our coarse-
graining procedure and the area monotonicity theorem are sufficiently constraining that
we expect to be able to use them to find the requisite quantity.
5 Quantum Generalization
We have so far neglected the backreaction of bulk quantum fields on the geometry.
While this limit is instructive, any results derived in it should be robust under quantum
corrections to the geometry in order to be physically significant. In this regime, a
fluctuation to the spacetime metric is viewed as an operator whose expectation value
is well-approximated by an expansion in powers of GN~.
The holographic computation of the von Neumann entropy therefore incorporates
quantum corrections to the HRT surface; consequently the Dong-Harlow-Wall argument
for entanglement wedge reconstruction includes quantum corrections as well. Since the
edge surface σ[F ] is defined via HRT surfaces, it too changes under quantum corrections.
This is consistent with the rule of thumb that perturbative quantum gravity effects can
violate area monotonicity theorems: the quantity which is monotonic is a “quantum-
corrected area” known as the generalized entropy of a surface σ16, defined as
Sgen[σ] ≡ Area[σ]
4GN~
+ Sout(σ), (5.1)
16Note here that σ must be Cauchy-splitting for this to be well-defined: i.e. σ must divide a Cauchy
slice into two distinct components.
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where Sout(σ) is the von Neumann entropy of the propagating quantum fields on a
Cauchy slice of the exterior of σ. Sgen was first defined by Bekenstein [3, 4, 6], and
the approach of using it as a “quantum-corrected area” has since then been applied
with remarkable success to generalize classical theorems to the semiclassical regime
(see e.g. [6, 71, 73–75]). While a comprehensive justification for the replacement of
A→ 4GN~Sgen is beyond the scope of this paper (see e.g. [74] for a recap), we cannot
resist pointing out that there is significant evidence that the combined quantity Sgen
is UV-finite; this provides evidence that the appropriate generalization of the area in
perturbative quantum gravity is the generalized entropy. Further evidence is provided
by the appropriate quantum generalization of the HRT prescription: HRT surfaces
(which classically extremize the area functional) are replaced by quantum extremal
surfaces, which extremize Sgen [73], proven recently in [76] (the earlier work of [77]
computed the corrections at first order, where the generalized entropy of the classical
and quantum extremal surfaces agrees). The entropy of a boundary region R is then
computed by Sgen[Xquant[R]], with Xquant[R] the quantum extremal surface homologous
to a Cauchy slice of R 17.
We should thus expect that the natural generalization of the area theorem in Sec-
tion 4 is a Generalized Second Law: a monotonicity theorem for Sgen. This is indeed
the case, as we shall now show.
First, let us note that because Sgen is not locally defined, the appropriate quantum
generalization of the classical expansion – the so-called quantum expansion [71, 73, 74]
– requires a functional derivative of Sgen under local deformations of σ. That is, the
quantum expansion of a surface σ at p ∈ σ in the null direction ka is defined as
Θk[σ, p] ≡ 4GN~
δA
δSgen[σ]
δσk(p)
, (5.2)
where δSgen/δσk(p) schematically refers to a deformation of σ at p in the k
a direction
of area δA; see [74] for the precise definition. Bekenstein’s famous GSL for causal
horizons is equivalent to the statement that Θ is non-negative on future causal horizons
(and nonpositive towards the future on past causal horizons). Likewise, the quantum
extremal surfaces Xquant[R] mentioned above have vanishing quantum expansion in all
null directions.
We may now examine the quantum generalizations of the results of Section 4 (we
will save comments on quantum generalizations of Section 3 for later). First, note that
Definition 7 remains unchanged: σ[F ] is still the edge of the union of entanglement
17The prescription of [73] instructs us to compute the von Neumann entropy from the generalized
entropy of the quantum extremal surface with smallest Sgen. Here we ignore the subtleties with
quantum extremal surfaces whose generalized entropy differs by O(1) bits.
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wedges L[F ], although now these entanglement wedges are obtained from quantum
rather than classical extremal surfaces. Lemma 1 then remains unaltered under the
mild assumption that quantum extremal surfaces are C1.18 Similarly, Lemma 2 re-
mains unchanged, except that the the null expansion of σ is replaced by the quantum
expansion. The reason for this straightforward modification is that the crucial result,
which compares the classical expansion of tangent null hypersurfaces, admits a quan-
tum generalization in terms of their quantum expansion [71]. This establishes the result
wherever σ is C1, while at cusps the classical expansion must be strictly positive, and
thus perturbative quantum corrections will not alter its sign. Finally, it then follows
that Theorem 2 is replaced by a GSL:
Theorem 3. Let F (r) be a continuous IR coarse graining where each of the corre-
sponding σ(r) is an edge of L[F (r)]. Then
dSgen[σ(r)]
dr
≥ 0. (5.3)
The proof is essentially the same as for the classical case, except that the non-
negativity of the quantum expansion of σ(r) in both null directions towards L[F (r)]
guarantees that the generalized entropy increases rather than the area. The technology
is essentially the same “zigzag argument” used in [75].
Thus we have found that the area law, Theorem 2, associated to our IR coarse-
graining admits a quantum generalization as a GSL. A natural question is whether the
precise entropic connection to SSA via differential entropy exists in a three-dimensional
perturbatively quantum bulk: after all, the monotonicity of Sdiff from SSA is a general,
purely field theoretic statement that makes no requirement on the bulk (or even the
existence of one). However, the key dictionary entry used to translate the monotonicity
of Sdiff to a bulk area law – that is, the mapping of Sdiff to the area of the differential
entropy surfaces – must receive quantum corrections whose behavior is at this point
unclear. We plan to investigate these corrections in future work.
6 Discussion
Coarse-graining is expected to be the fundamental aspect of quantum gravity that
permits the emergence of semiclassical spacetime, i.e. the regime in which the UV data
of quantum gravity decouples from the low-energy degrees of freedom. A significant
18Technically, the location of a quantum extremal surface is “fuzzy” due to fluctuations in the
spacetime metric; see [73, 74, 78] for a discussion. Here we will treat these under the assumption,
justified in greater detail in the above references, that a notion of tangency can still be defined.
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challenge in any attempt to understand this process is the lack of a precise notion of UV
gravitational data. In this paper, we have used AdS/CFT to investigate this question
via the boundary theory, circumventing this problematic issue. The governing principle
under which we operate is that, by the UV/IR correspondence, this data is encoded
in the CFT IR. This motivates a precise IR coarse-graining, which through the lens of
quantum error correction can be viewed as the erasure of bulk data.
Explicitly, by restricting our knowledge of a state ρ to reduced density matrices of
a set of regions (i.e. a coarse-graining family), we remove IR data such as long-range
correlation functions and long-range entanglement. The AdS/CFT dictionary entry of
subregion/subregion duality automatically translates this into an erasure of a region of
the bulk interior. Erasing larger bulk regions corresponds to discarding a larger sector
of the boundary IR.
Regardless of how well-motivated our procedure may be, without evidence that it
makes contact with the actual coarse-graining mechanism built into quantum gravity,
it is nothing more than a framework for removing IR information in a quantum field
theory. We find that this is not the case, as our coarse-graining procedure passes a
highly nontrivial test: it gives rise to holographic area monotonicity theorems in the
classical regime, and Generalized Second Laws in perturbative quantum gravity.
Does every area law have a statistical significance in quantum gravity, and if not,
why should we expect that ours do? The coincidence of a well-motivated coarse-graining
procedure and its realization as an area monotonicity property (which behaves correctly
under quantum corrections) is too strong to ignore. However, we accept that some of
our readers may remain skeptical at this stage. Not to fear; the connection goes deeper.
In three bulk dimensions, the increase of area of a family of surfaces corresponding
to a particular (continuous) coarsening is precisely a result of strong subadditivity of
the von Neumann entropy. Since strong subadditivity is a measure of the irreversibility
of the removal of a subsystem, our area laws in three bulk dimensions are exactly the
gravitational statement of irreversibility of the coarse-graining. Whether or not these
particular (three-dimensional) area laws were suspected of having statistical quantum
gravity significance prior to our work, the conclusion is now inevitable: they are a
result of statistical coarse-graining. Moreover, our mechanism is a generalized version
of the one which gives rise to the Casini-Huerta version of the c-theorem [61, 62], again
indicating the connection with the irreversibility of this IR coarse-graining.
This roughly summarizes the framework and its justification; we now briefly com-
ment on some interesting applications beyond the existence of a dual area theorem.
Mixed Signature Area Law: Our construction of mixed-signature area laws is
particularly intriguing due to their relation to holographic screens [19], which are es-
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sentially local analogs of event horizons and which exist in general spacetimes and can
have mixed signature. As shown in [26, 49], holographic screens obey an area law ir-
respective of their signature: the area of so-called future holographic screens is always
increasing towards the past on timelike portions and outwards on spacelike ones, and
the time-reverse is true of past holographic screens. An entropic explanation of this
law on spacelike portions 19 was given in [23] in the context of AdS/CFT, but an ex-
planation for the general mixed-signature case is lacking. It is striking, however, that
the directions of area growth (and by extension, of the signature changes) of past and
future holographic screens are identical to those of the hypersurfaces H± constructed
from differential entropy. We emphasize that while we only constructed explicit ex-
amples of such hypersurfaces in pure AdS, this behavior is general. The universality
of such mixed-signature area laws indicates that the same mechanism may give rise to
them all. We hope that this observation can be used to explain a mysterious aspect of
holographic screens in general spacetimes.
Further Work on Differential Entropy in Two Dimensions: In three bulk
dimensions, differential entropy provided a remarkably crisp entropic interpretation of
bulk area laws. However, while monotonicity of the differential entropy has a clear
interpretation in terms of SSA, a precise physical interpretation of differential entropy
itself has yet to be provided. There are some hints that such an interpretation may
exist. For instance, in the special cases we have studied, the vanishing of Sdiff indicates
that the coarse-graining family from which it is constructed is not a coarse-graining
at all, i.e. it contains essentially all IR data of the boundary theory. Moreover, when
evaluated in Poincare´ invariant vacuum states, Sdiff is effectively an integrated version
of the Casini-Huerta c-function.
It is therefore desirable to develop an understanding of the differential entropy be-
yond the classical bulk regime. When the bulk is perturbatively quantum (and thus
the von Neumann entropies of boundary regions are computed from quantum rather
than classical extremal surfaces in the bulk), does Sdiff correspond to any interesting
bulk object? Such a bulk object would be monotonic by virtue of the fact that Sdiff
is as well (recall that Sdiff is monotonic in any unitary relativistic QFT, regardless
of the existence or regime of a dual bulk). It is therefore natural to expect that the
quantum-corrected bulk object dual to Sdiff should be a bulk generalized entropy Sgen,
which would provide tantalizing evidence that Sdiff really is computing some funda-
mentally important object. However, it is conceivable that more generally Sdiff may
compute some other type of quantum-corrected area in the bulk, suggestive of other
19This is the area law for so-called future outwards trapping horizons [24] or dynamical horizons [25].
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possible quantum generalizations of area beyond the generalized entropy; we leave an
investigation of this question to future work.
Higher Dimensional Differential Entropy: The precise interpretation of area
monotonicity in terms of SSA in three dimensions immediately calls for some exten-
sion to higher dimensions. To our knowledge, except for higher-dimensional configu-
rations with sufficient symmetry to reduce to a three-dimensional problem [54], there
is presently no such generalization. To some extent, this is because so far Sdiff has
been understood only in the holographic context as a dual computation of the area of
certain bulk surfaces. However, it is manifest from the results in this paper that Sdiff
has crucially important monotonicity properties independent of the existence of any
holographic dual. This observation provides an invaluable guide in constructing higher-
dimensional generalizations of differential entropy. For instance, since in two boundary
dimensions we may think of Sdiff as an integral over a generalized Casini-Huerta c-
function of the regions Rλ, natural guesses for higher-dimensional objects would involve
integrals over entropic F -functions, a-functions, etc. We might hope that a judicious
guess could then produce an object which still computes the area of bulk surfaces con-
structed from the entanglement wedges of the coarse-graining family used to define it,
thus yielding an entropic interpretation of our area laws in higher dimensions.
Bulk Extent of Coarse-Graining Procedure: In a previous paper [79], we found
that the differential entropy cannot compute areas of surfaces inside a bulk region
associated to holographic screens. In particular, the differential entropy is insensitive to
a subset of the interior of holographic screens. Since the presence of a single holographic
screen implies the existence of an infinite set of them, there is some outer envelope whose
interior cannot be probed by the differential entropy construction. For purposes of hole-
ographic bulk reconstruction in dynamical gravity, this posed a serious problem. For
our purposes, however, this is instead an interesting feature: our area laws must avoid
this region of strong dynamical gravity. This is possibly related to the non-locality
of quantum gravity. Interestingly, it is possible in principle for our area laws to still
approach close to a singularity by avoiding this hidden region; we plan to determine
whether this is indeed the case in future work.
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A Differential Entropy in AdS3
Here we provide details on the construction of the mixed-signature area law presented
in 3. First, note that general spacelike geodesics in global AdS (3.10) can be obtained
by boosting the geodesics (3.12) on constant-time slices; these general geodesics are
given by (t, r∗, φ) = (T (s), R∗(s),Φ(s)) with
tan((T (s)− t0)/`) = s tan(∆t/2`), (A.1a)
tan(Φ(s)− φ0) = s tan(∆φ/2), (A.1b)
sin(R∗(s)/`) =
√
cos2(∆φ/2) + s2 sin2(∆φ/2)
cos2(∆t/2`) + s2 sin2(∆t/2`)
, (A.1c)
where s ∈ (−1, 1) is a (non-affine) parameter along the geodesic and the endpoints
of the geodesic lie at (T (±1),Φ(±1)) = (t0 ± ∆t/2, φ0 ± ∆φ/2). In order for these
endpoints to be spacelike-separated, we require 0 ≤ ∆t/` < pi−|∆φ−pi|. Equivalently,
in terms of the null separations ∆u = ∆t/`+ ∆φ, ∆v = ∆t/`−∆φ, we must have 0 <
∆u < 2pi, 0 > ∆v > −2pi. As described in the main text, symmetry considerations
allow us to restrict just to the regime ∆φ ≤ pi, or ∆u ≤ 2pi − |∆v|.
Now, consider the family of intervals shown in Figure 12. Using λ as a parameter
along this family, we have
t0(λ) = 0, φ0(λ) = λ, ∆t(λ)/` =
1
2
(∆u+ ∆v), ∆φ(λ) =
1
2
(∆u−∆v). (A.2)
To obtain the curves σ±B , we follow the construction outlined in Section 4 of [54]. The
deviation vector (∂λ)
a along the family of bulk geodesics is simply given by (∂φ)
a, and
therefore its component ηa normal each geodesic is given by
ηa = (∂φ)
a − ∂φ · ξ
ξ2
ξa, (A.3)
where ξa = (∂s)
a = T ′(s)(∂t)a + R′∗(s)(∂r∗)
a + Φ′(s)(∂φ)a is a tangent vector to the
geodesics. Computing η2, we find that on each geodesic η2 = 0 at
s± = ±
∣∣∣∣tan(∆t/(2`))tan(∆φ/2)
∣∣∣∣ = ± ∣∣∣∣tan((∆u+ ∆v)/4)tan((∆u−∆v)/4)
∣∣∣∣ . (A.4)
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The locations of the bulk curves σ±B are found by inserting this expression back into (A.1),
which yields the results (3.14a) and (3.14b) in the main text and reproduced here for
convenience:
tσB = ±` arctan
∣∣∣∣cot(∆u−∆v4
)
tan2
(
∆u+ ∆v
4
)∣∣∣∣ , (A.5a)
rσB =
`
2
∣∣∣∣cot(∆u2
)
− cot
(
∆v
2
)∣∣∣∣ . (A.5b)
To compute the signature of the surfaces H± traced out by σ±B with fixed ∆v and
varying ∆u, note that an orthogonal basis of tangent vectors on the H± is provided
by (∂φ)
a and χa = t′σB(∆u)(∂t)
a+r′σB(∆u)(∂r)
a, where here we are thinking of tσB(∆u)
and rσB(∆u) as functions of ∆u. Since (∂φ)
a is always spacelike, the signature of H±
is determined by the sign of χ2, which comes out to
sgn(χ2) = sgn
[
6 sin2
(
∆v
2
)
+ sin2
(
∆u+ ∆v
2
)
− 2 sin2
(
∆u
2
)]
. (A.6)
Clearly χ2 > 0 for ∆u sufficiently close to 0 or 2pi − |∆v|, so H± are always spacelike
near the asymptotic boundary and near r = 0. In order to change signature, χ2
must therefore have a root in ∆u. By turning the equation χ2 = 0 into a quadratic
in sin2(∆u/2), it is straightforward to see that the sign of the discriminant is sgn(2−
9 sin2(∆v/2)), which is positive for ∆v > −2 arcsin(√2/3) ≈ −0.31pi or ∆v < −2pi +
2 arcsin(
√
2/3). In the latter case, the values of ∆u for which χ2 = 0 lie outside the
range (0, 2pi−|∆v|], and therefore H± are everywhere spacelike. On the other hand, in
the former case χ2 does indeed change sign for ∆u ∈ (0, 2pi− |∆v|], so H± have mixed
signature.
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